INTRODUCTION
============

The most widely used tools for sequence similarity searching allow matching between arbitrary regions of the query and database sequences ([@b1]--[@b5]). Many motif-based search methods seek database sequences that match a pre-specified pattern ([@b6]--[@b12]). However, if this pattern is not specified with sufficient precision or is used singly, the number of matches can be very large, most of them having no biological relevance. On the other hand, a very specific pattern may exclude many sequences of interest.

Several programs like PHI-BLAST ([@b13]) also combine pattern matching with a search for statistically significant sequence similarity ([@b10]). But these approaches are limited to finding similar sequences on the basis of a single pattern at a time. Therefore, they do not utilize information embedded in multiple patterns for a given query protein.

In biological sequences, the occurrence of several conserved motifs is often more informative than the presence of a single motif. Multiple-motif-based search tools have been found to be useful in the past (MAST, Meta-MEME, [@b14],[@b15]). This paper describes a method which combines multiple-pattern searching with a search for statistically significant sequence similarity. The specificity of the search engine is increased by utilizing the inter-motif spacing and pairwise global alignment of the query and hits. A web-based server interface (SCANMOT), developed using this algorithm, is accessible via <http://www.ncbs.res.in/~faculty/mini/scanmot/scanmot.html>.

In addition, this server provides an option to validate PSI-BLAST ([@b4]) results and helps in attributing biological significance to the homologous sequences identified by statistical similarity. Therefore, this server can be of importance to the biological community for scanning and searching for distantly related sequences from different sequence databases.

METHODOLOGY AND SERVER FORMAT
=============================

SCANMOT works in three different steps to find similar proteins with the specified motifs. The first step is to scan the motifs within the query sequence itself to record the inter-motif spacing for all possible combinations of the specified motifs. The order of occurrence of the motif within the query sequence is also recorded.Next, the program scans the motifs into a sequence database and reports the sequences with a specified number of motifs in a similar order to the query sequence.The third step is to align the query sequence and each of the 'hits' using an algorithm which fixes the motif regions between the query and hit and aligns the rest by dividing them into several parts ([@b16]). All the sequences where the motifs are present are ranked by two independent grading methods, one is motif spacing and the other is alignment score. The SCANMOT server allows the user to select a relaxation filter for each residue within the motif for a wider range of 'hits' or similar sequences with allowed substitution.

Motif spacer
------------

Different grades are assigned to the similar sequences ('hits') depending on the extent of the match in inter-motif spacing between the query and the hit.

For *N* motifs for a given query protein, *N* × (*N* − 1)/2 combinations of inter-motif spacing are possible. For example, if a sequence has four motifs (A, B, C and D), six different motif-pair spacings are possible (AB, AC, AD, BC, BD and CD). Similarly, within the 'hit', if four motifs (a, b, c and d) are present there will be six different motif spacers (ab, ac, ad, bc, bd and cd). For each equivalent spacing between query and hit (e.g. AB and ab), a relaxation filter is applied to make the motif-based search more sensitive. Our benchmarking studies indicated that a 30% relaxation of equivalent motif spacing provides optimal results with high specificity. If the spacing between query and hit passes the relaxation filter, we select it as a matched motif pair (AB and ab). Grade A is assigned to a hit when the inter-motif spacing varies upto 20% compared with all possible combinations of motif spacers in the query sequence. Similarly Grades B, C and D are assigned when the inter-motif spacing varies between 20 and 40%, between 40 and 60% and by \>60% compared with all possible motif spacer combinations in the query, respectively.

Percentile alignment score
--------------------------

The extent of similarity between the query and the hit is examined by alignment using a pairwise fixed motif alignment algorithm ([@b16]), where the alignment score is represented as a measure of similarity between the two. A percentile gradation scale is applied to all the query--hit alignments with respect to the top scoring alignment pair. In addition to the alignment score, hits are additionally validated using an amino acid similarity score and percentage sequence identity.

Proteins with known 3D structure are identified and also marked by the Protein Data Bank (PDB) ([@b17],[@b18]) and SCOP ([@b19]) codes together with their accession number for better visualization and understanding of the scanning results. The frequency of occurrence of each motif is represented by a bar diagram and by labelling each motif with a different colour code.

Scanning similar sequences in custom databases
----------------------------------------------

SCANMOT provides an option for searching similar sequences in well-curated sequence databases such as PDB, SCOP and SWISSPROT ([@b20]). In an example search of a potassium channel protein against a non-redundant sequence database, several hits are distantly related (∼85% of hits have \<30% sequence identity to the query); interestingly, ∼60% of these distantly related hits retain different inter-motif spacing (Grade D), in contrast to closely related sequences, characterized by \>90% sequence identity to the query, which are all Grade A hits (see the info pages on the web server for a histogram). This illustrates that it is possible to obtain more distantly related proteins by relaxing inter-motif spacing. There is also an option to search for similar motifs and sequences in individual genome databases of model organisms such as bacteria, yeast, worm, fly, mouse, human and plants. Further, the server allows the user to upload a custom defined sequence database of their choice and to search for similar motifs and sequences in that dataset.

Filtering and validating PSI-BLAST outputs
------------------------------------------

SCANMOT also provides options to filter PSI-BLAST ([@b4]) output for a given query sequence and allows the user to identify homologous sequences on the basis of the presence of motifs for a query protein family. This option extracts true homologous sequences defined in terms of the presence of motifs. The SCANMOT algorithm is employed to validate and characterize PSI-BLAST output to extract true homologues for protein families. SCANMOT is applied to every PSI-BLAST output, and homologous sequences are identified on the basis of the presence of motifs characteristic of the query family of proteins. The number of significant homologues identified by the SCANMOT motif scanning procedure is very close to the actual number of true positives (see Supplementary Material for the results for nine families).

RESULTS AND APPLICATIONS
========================

SCANMOT has been benchmarked using proteins that are related at the family and superfamily levels (see Supplementary Material for details). Large-scale benchmarking studies using structural motifs for 110 superfamilies from the SMoS database ([@b21]) yielded very high specificity (86%) and 70% coverage. New connections could also be obtained with several 'hypothetical' entries in the sequence database ([@b22]; see Supplementary Material). SCANMOT can be a useful tool for the identification of distant relationships among proteins. Large-scale genome-wide surveys for specific sequences and motifs can utilize SCANMOT as a rapid validation tool. Most genome-wide surveys require the examination of sequence motifs to confirm relationships and assign functional information to hypothetical proteins.

CONCLUSION
==========

SCANMOT is a server that utilizes the occurrence and position of several conserved motifs along a protein sequence. It is possible to search for similar sequences in entire sequence databases using these conserved regions and the spacing as sole restraints. The utilization of multiple motifs during the scanning procedure can drastically reduce the rate of false positives and at the same time extract novel true positives. Therefore, careful utilization and examination of such results can provide useful information for future motif-based research. SCANMOT can also be useful for such applications as the investigation of distant relationships and cross-family evolutionary connections among proteins.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL
======================

Supplementary Material is available at NAR Online.
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